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In order to construct a fixed-size confidence region for the mean vector of an
unknown distribution function F, a new purely sequential sampling strategy is
proposed first. For this new procedure, under some regularity conditions on F, the
coverage probability is shown (Theorem 2.1) to be at least (1&:)&B:2d 2+o(d 2)
as d  0, where (1&:) is the preassigned level of confidence, B is an appropriate
functional of F, and 2d is the preassigned diameter of the proposed spherical con-
fidence region for the mean vector of F. An accelerated version of the stopping rule
is also provided with the analogous second-order characteristics (Theorem 3.1). In
the special case of a p-dimensional normal random variable, analogous purely
sequential and accelerated sequential procedures as well as a three-stage procedure
are briefly introduced together with their asymptotic second-order characteristics.
 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let X1 , X2 , . . . be a sequence of independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random vectors having an unknown distribution function (d.f.) F(x),
x # R p. We write +=R p x dF(x) and 7=Rp (x&+)(x&+)$ dF(x) and
assume that 7 is a finite p_p matrix which is unknown but positive
definite (p.d.). Given d (>0), we consider two different types of confidence
regions for the mean vector + as follows. Having recorded X1 , X2 , ..., Xn let
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us use X n=n&1 ni=1 Xi , and, for n2, Sn=n
&1 ni=1 (Xi&X n)(Xi&X n)$
respectively as the estimators of + and 7. The confidence regions are then
Rn=[| # R p : (X n&|)$ (X n&|)d 2], (1.1)
Rn*=[| # R p : |X in&|i |d, i=1, ..., p], (1.2)
where |$=(|1 , ..., |p) and X $n=(X 1n , ..., X pn). The region Rn is a sphere
centered at X n , while Rn* is a hypercube centered at X n . In passing, let us
remark that one could also propose an ellipsoidal region such as
[| # R p : (X n&|)$ A(X n&|)d 2] where A is a known p_p p.d. matrix.
But, without any loss of generality, we can let A=Ip_p , and then we would
be considering Rn essentially. Given 0<:<1, we also require that
P(+ # Rn) is at least (1&:), exactly or asymptotically (as d  0). Further
discussions in the context of Rn* are postponed to Remark 2.4. Since 7 is
unknown, there does not exist any fixed sample size solution, and hence
one takes the route of sequential sampling.
First, let us review the literature when F corresponds to the d.f. of
Np(+, 7). Chatterjee (1959a, b, 1962) proposed Stein-type (1945, 1949)
two-stage procedures, and Srivastava (1967) extended Chow and Robbins’
(1965) sequential procedure for the problem at hand. In the situation
where 7=_2H with _2 (>0) unknown and H a p_p known p.d. matrix,
Mukhopadhyay and Al-Mousawi (1986) came up with various multi-stage
estimation procedures and the corresponding second-order asymptotics. In
order to understand exactly the motivation behind the present paper, it
would be helpful to look at Srivastava’s (1967) approach in the case of
Np(+, 7) when 7 is unknown and p.d. Observe that, for fixed n, one has
P(+ # Rn)=P[(X n&+)$ (X n&+)d 2]
P {n(X n&+)$ 7&1(X n&+) nd
2
*max=
=P[/2pnd
2*max],
where *max is the largest characteristic root of 7. Now, if ‘‘a’’ is the upper
100:0 point of the /2p-distribution, then the confidence coefficient
associated with Rn would be at least (1&:) if n is the smallest integer
a*maxd 2=C, say. Srivastava (1967) mimicked this expression of C in
order to produce his sequential methodology: Let
N=inf[nm (>p) : na* (n)max d
&2] (1.3)
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where * (n)max is the largest characteristic root of Sn and m is the starting
sample size. The basic results of Srivastava (1967) are: As d  0,
NC  1 a.s.; E(NC)  1;
(1.4)
lim inf P(+ # RN)1&:.
Such results are referred to as first-order properties. Even in this multi-
variate normal scenario, there are no available second-order expansions for
E(N&C) or P(+ # RN)&(1&:). The nonlinear renewal theoretic results of
Woodroofe (1982) and Lai and Siegmund (1977, 1979) do not lead to
much success because there is no clear-cut linearized approximation for
* (n)max . If F is unknown, all one has to do is to replace *
(n)
max by *
(n)
max+n
&1,
to cover both arithmetic and nonarithmetic distributions of (X1&+)$
_ (X1&+), in (1.3) and propose the confidence region RN for +, with
properties the same as those in (1.4). We add that a distribution function
F0 on the Borel sets of (&, ) is called arithmetic if and only if there
exists k (>0) for which P0 [0, \k, \2k, . . .]=1 where P0 is the probability
measure associated with F0 . One may see Chatterjee (1991), Sinha (1991),
Jureckova (1991), and Sen (1981) for a broader view of the area of multi-
variate fixed-size confidence region problems.
Our emphasis in the present article lies in the development of second-
order asymptotics associated with RN when F is unknown, with a stopping
variable N that is motivated differently in contrast with (1.3). Section 2
provides the motivation for this new nonparametric sequential methodol-
ogy and the associated main result (Theorem 2.1). Some preliminaries and
a proof of Theorem 2.1 are furnished in Section 2.1. Section 3 includes
development of accelerated sequential methodologies and associated
second-order asymptotics (Theorem 3.1) that are analogous to the corres-
ponding results of Section 2. Section 4 briefly addresses the status of
second-order asymptotics for various multistage procedures, including a
three-stage procedure, when F is the distribution function of Np(+, 7).
When p=1 and F is unknown, Mukhopadhyay and Datta (1996)
recently proposed sequential fixed-width confidence intervals for the pop-
ulation mean, for which they could expand a lower bound of the associated
confidence coefficient up to the o(d 2) term as d  0. The corresponding
accelerated sequential version was also developed in that paper. Such
second-order analyses as those in Mukhopadhyay and Datta (1996) were
successfully carried out by exploiting the results from Aras and Woodroofe
(1993), henceforth abbreviated AW (1993). The present paper is a direct,
and yet nontrivial and interesting, analog in the multivariate situation.
Throughout, [u]* stands for the largest integer <u. It should also be
clear by now that we shall write P( } ) and E( } ) throughout, instead of PF ( } )
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and EF ( } ) respectively. Also, (u, v) and &u& will respectively denote the
inner product and norm, for u, v # Rk with some specific k. Next, observe
that the space of all k-linear functionals on R p+1 can itself be treated as an
inner product space with the natural inner product defined as the sum
of component-wise products of two real hypermatrices of order
( p+1)_( p+1)_ } } } _( p+1), k times. Such inner products are denoted
by ( } , } ) k , k=2, 3, 4.
2. A PURELY SEQUENTIAL METHODOLOGY
For fixed n (>p), one can write
P(+ # Rn)=P[(X n&+)$ (X n&+)d 2]
1&d&2E[(X n&+)$ (X n&+)]
=1&(nd 2)&1 tr(7)
1&:, (2.1)
provided that n is the smallest integer tr(7)(:d 2)=n*, say, where tr(7)
stands for trace of the matrix 7. Had tr(7) been known, the confidence
region Rn , with n=[n*]*+1, for + would have had a confidence coef-
ficient at least (1&:), regardless of F. However, F is unknown and thus n*
is unknown. In defining our purely sequential estimation procedure, we
shall mimic the expression of n* along the lines of Mukhopadhyay and
Datta (1996), instead of C which prompted Srivastava (1967) to propose
(1.3).
Define the starting sample size m=m(d )=max[2, [(:d 2)&12]*+1]
and then proceed by taking one X at a time according to the stopping rule
N=N(d )=inf[nm : n:d 2tr(Sn)]. (2.2)
One has P(N<)=1, and having observed X1 , ..., Xm , ..., XN we propose
the fixed-size confidence region RN for +. Along the lines of Chow and
Robbins (1965), the following properties can be easily verified:
N(d)   a.s.; Nn*  1 a.s.;
(2.3)
E(Nn*)  1; lim inf P[+ # RN]1&:,
for all fixed +, 7, as d  0. The asymptotic first-order properties described
in (1.4) and (2.3) are very similar. Note that n*C=(:a*max)&1 tr(7) which
is larger than unity for all practical purposes, but the point is that
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n*=O(C), and yet we shall obtain asymptotic second-order expansions of
E(N)&n* as well as P[+ # RN]&(1&:), in Theorem 2.1. Before we can
state Theorem 2.1 precisely, we need to introduce some more notations. Let
us write X$j=(X1j , ..., Xpj), m ( j)3 =E[(Xj1&+j)
3], m ( j)4 =E[(Xj1&+j)
4],
m(ij)12 = E[(Xi1&+i)(Xj1&+j)
2], m (ij)22 =E[(Xi1&+i)
2 (Xj1&+j)2], m (ijk)111 =
E[(Xi1&+i)(Xj1&+j)(Xk1&+k)], for 1i, j, kp, i{j{k. Also, let
{=inf[n1: 2n tr(7)>nj=1 
p
k=1 (Xkj&+k)
2], and suppose that R* is a
random variable whose distribution is given by
P(r*<R*<r*+dr*)
=[E({)]&1 P {2{&
{j=1 
p
k=1 (Xkj&+k)
2
tr(7)
>r*= dr* (2.4)
for 0<r*<, with ’=E(R*). Also, let
&=[tr(7)]&2 { :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
m (ij)22 =. (2.5)
i{ j
Now, we state the main result in this setup.
Theorem 2.1. Let us suppose that (X1&+)$ (X1&+) has a non-
arithmetic distribution. Then, under the purely sequential procedure (2.2), for
p2, we have as d  0:
(i) E(N&n*)=’&&+o(1) if Rp &x&
6 dF(x)<;
(ii) P[+ # RN](1&:)&B:2d 2+o(d 2) if Rp &x&
12 dF(x)<;
where B is a functional of F defined in (2.15), with & defined in (2.5), and ’
being the mean of the distribution of R* provided in (2.4).
Under the existence of appropriate moments and other conditions, part
(i) shows that the sequential procedure (2.2) is asymptotically second-order
efficient in the Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay (1981) sense, while part (ii)
provides a second-order expansion up to o(d 2) for the lower bound of the
associated confidence coefficient.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first verify that the present setup agrees with
the basic formulation of AW (1993) and show that their conditions
(C1)(C6) are satisfied.
Define Yj=(Y1j , ..., Yp+1j)$=(X1j&+1 , ..., Xpj&+p ,  pi=1 (Xij&+i)
2&
tr(7))$. It is clear that Yj ’s are i.i.d. with mean 0 and dispersion matrix V,
partitioned as
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\V11V$12
V12
V22+ with V11=7,
V22= :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
m (ij)22 &[tr(7)]
2,
i{ j
V$12=\m (1)3 + :
p
j=1
j{1
m (1j)12 , ..., m
( p)
3 + :
p
j=1
j{p
m ( pj)12 +.
Let us define functions gn : R p+1  R in the following way. Write
gn( y1 , ..., yp+1)={
tr(7)
[tr(7)+ yp+1& pi=1 y
2
i ]
if n tr(7)1
tr(7)
max[n&1, tr(7)+ yp+1& pi=1 y
2
i ]
if n tr(7)>1
(2.6)
The motivation behind the construction of gn ’s lies with our desire to
rewrite Zn , defined shortly, as ngn(Y n). If we now define g( y1 , ..., yp+1)=
tr(7)[tr(7)+ yp+1& pi=1 y
2
i ] for all ( y1 , ..., yp+1) # R
p+1 such that
tr(7)+ yp+1& pi=1 y
2
i {0, it easily follows that g(0)=1, g is twice con-
tinuously differentiable on some neighborhood of 0 and gn= g for all n1
on some neighborhood of 0. We write c=D(g)| 0 =(0, ..., 0, &[tr(7)]&1),
and note that the stopping rule (2.2) has the same form as that in Eq. (2)
of AW (1993) with a=n*=tr(7)(:d 2) and Zn=n+(c, 7n) +!n for n1,
where 7n=ni=1 Yi and !n=ngn(Y n)+[tr(7)]
&1  pi=1 
n
j=1 (Xij&+i)
2&2n.
So, equation (17) of AW (1993) holds in this case. Also Rp &x&
6 dF(x)<
implies that Eq. (12) of AW (1993) holds here with their q=3, in view
of Minkowski’s inequality. Hence, by Proposition 4 of AW (1993), their
conditions (C4)(C6) hold with their := 32 and !=
1
2(W, D
2(g)| 0W)
where W$=(W1 , ..., Wp+1)tNp+1(0, V) and D2(g)| 0 is a ( p+1)_( p+1)
matrix with its diagonal elements given by 2[tr(7)]&1, ..., 2[tr(7)]&1,
2[tr(7)]&2. Also, condition (C1) of AW (1993) is satisfied since the
common d.f. G of Y1 , Y2 , . . . has mean 0, R p+1 &Y1&2 dG<, and
R p+1 |(c, Y1) |
3 dG<.
In order to verify condition (C2) of AW (1993), first recall that
Zn=ngn(Y n), and hence, by the definition of the functions gn for n1, we
note that [tr(7)]&1 Znn2 for all but a few small values of n, and Zn2n
on the set [tr(Sn) 12 tr(7)] with P[(tr(7))
&1 tr(Sn) 12]  1 as n  .
Thus, by using a similar type of argument as in Example 2 in Section 4 of
AW (1993), we can claim that condition (C2) holds in the present scenario.
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As for the verification of condition (C3) in the present situation,
Proposition 5 of AW (1993) can not be used since the function g is
undefined for any individual Yj . However, we can use Theorem 1 of Katz
(1963) in the same way as Mukhopadhyay and Datta (1996) to show
directly that the condition (C3) indeed holds here.
At this point, note that
&=E(!)
=E _[tr(7)]&1 :
p
i=1
W 2i +[tr(7)]
&2 W 2p+1&
=1+[tr(7)]&2 { :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
m (ij)22 &[tr(7)]
2=
i{ j
=[tr(7)]&2 { :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
m (ij)22 =. (2.7)
i{ j
This expression was earlier set out in (2.5). By Proposition 3 of AW (1993),
we claim that (N&127N , !N , R*ON) w
L (W, !, R*), with R* being inde-
pendent of (W, !), and R*ON=ZN&n* standing for the ‘‘overshoot’’ at the
stopped stage.
Now, we can apply Theorem 1 of AW (1993) to immediately verify
part (i), since their conditions (C1)(C6) hold, provided that
R p &x&
6 dF(x)<.
In order to verify part (ii), we shall make use of Theorem 4 in AW
(1993). Under the assumption that R p &x&
12 dF(x)<, Eq. (12) of AW
(1993) now holds with their q=6. Equation (13) of AW (1993) holds here
too for r=6(q&1)(q&3)= 53 . Also, under the current assumptions,
conditions (C1)(C6) hold with q= p=6 and :=q2=3, and hence the
sufficient conditions listed in Theorems 2 and 3 of AW (1993) are
obviously satisfied. Define a function h : R p+1  R as h( y1 , ..., yp+1)=
 pi=1 y
2
i . Then, h(0)=0, h is four times continuously differentiable on
Rp+1, and D(h)| 0 =0, D2(h)| 0 being a ( p+1)_( p+1) diagonal matrix
of the form diag (2, 2, ..., 2, 0). Also, observe that Dk(h)| 0 , for k3,
denotes the ( p+1)_( p+1)_ } } } _( p+1), k times, dimensional hyper-
matrix of the k th order partial derivatives of h evaluated at 0, and the
forms of 2k , for k=2, 3, 4, are obtainable from equations (9), (10), and
(11) of AW (1993). In the present case, one obtains D3(h)| 0 =O, which
is ( p+1)_( p+1)_( p+1), and D4(h)| 0 =O, which is ( p+1)_( p+1)_
( p+1)_( p+1).
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Now, from Eq. (16) in Theorem 4 of AW (1993), we can write
[tr(7)]2 (:d 2)&2 E _ :
p
i=1
(X iN&+i)2&&[tr(7)]2 (:d 2)&1
= 12(D
2(h)| 0 , 22) 2+ 16 (D
3(h)| 0 , 23) 3
+ 124 (D
4(h)| 0 , 24)4+o(1) (2.8)
where recall that ( } , } ) k denotes the sum of component-wise products of
terms of two hypermatrices of the order ( p+1)_( p+1)_.. ._( p+1), k
times.
In order to evaluate the right hand side (rhs) of (2.8), it is clear that we
need to focus on 22 first. We use Eq. (9) of AW (1993) and subsequently
simplify to write
22=E[2!WW$]&2&V+(&&’) V
+(c$Vc) V+2Vcc$V+E[2(c, Y1) Y1 Y$1]
= J1&J2+J3+J4+J5+J6 , say. (2.9)
Since we are eventually going to evaluate (D2(h)| 0 , 22) 2 in relation with
the rhs of (2.8), it will suffice to obtain only the first p diagonal entries of
22 . In order to carry this out, we then obtain the i th diagonal entry,
1ip, in each individual term as laid out on the rhs of (2.9).
Observe that J1=E[(W, D2(g)| 0W) WW$], and hence the i th diagonal
entry in this matrix J1 can be expressed as
E {_ :
p
j=1
2(tr(7))&1 W 2j +2(tr(7))
&2 W 2p+1& W 2i =
=2 _[[tr(7)]&1 _2iiE[(Wi_12ii )4]]+E _[tr(7)]&1 :
p
j=1
j{i
W 2j W
2
i &
+E[[tr(7)]&2 W 2p+1W
2
i ]&
=2 _3[tr(7)]&1 _2ii+[tr(7)]&1 :
p
j=1
j{i
(2_2ji+_jj_ii)
+[tr(7)]&2 _2 {m (i)3 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)12 =
2
+_ii { :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
j=1
:
p
k=1
m ( jk)22 =&& .
j{k
(2.10)
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This is because, for k<i, one has (Wk , Wi)tN2(0, ( _kk_ki
_ki
_ii
)) and the
distribution of WkWi is the same as that of 12 [_ki+(_kk_ii)
12] U1+
1
2 [_ki&(_kk_ii)
12] U2 with U1 , U2 being i.i.d. /21 , implying E(W
2
kW
2
i )=
2_2ki+_kk _ii . A similar argument holds for i<kp, as well as in the case
of (Wi , Wp+1), 1ip.
Recall that c$=(0, ..., 0, &[tr(7)]&1), and observe that the i th diagonal
entries in J2 , J3 can be found immediately. Noting that
c$Vc=[tr(7)]&2 _ :
p
j=1
m ( j )4 + :
p
j=1
:
p
k=1
m ( jk)22 & ,
j{k
the i th diagonal entry in J4 is easily obtained. Next
&[tr(7)]&1 V12
Vcc$V=\ } } } } } } } } } } } + \&[tr(7)]&1 V$12 ....&[tr(7)]&1 V22+&[tr(7)]&1 V22
and hence the i th diagonal entry in J5 is given by
[tr(7)]&2 _m (i)3 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)12 &
2
, 1ip. (2.11)
Finally,
E[2(c, Y1) Y1Y$1]=2[E(Y1Y$1)&E[[[tr(7)]&1 :
p
j=1
(Xj1&+j)2] Y1Y$1]]
=2 _V&E {_[tr(7)]&1 :
p
j=1
(Xj1&+j)2& Y1Y$1=& ,
and thus the i th diagonal entry in J6 is given by
2 __ii&[tr(7)]&1 {m (i)4 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)22 =&, 1ip. (2.12)
Now, we combine (2.9)(2.12) to obtain the i th diagonal entry in the
matrix 22 as follows:
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(2&&&’) _ii+2[tr(7)]&1
__3_2ii+ :
p
j=1
j{i
(2_2ji+_jj _ii)&{m (i)4 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)22 =&
+2[tr(7)]&2 _3 \m (i)3 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)12 +
2
+ 32_ii \ :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
j=1
:
p
k=1
m ( jk)22 +&
j{k
=(4&&&’) _ii+2[tr(7)]&1 _ :
p
j=1
2_2ji&{m (i)4 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)22 =&
+2[tr(7)]&2 _3 \m (i)3 + :
p
j=1
j{i
m (ij)12 +
2
+ 32_ii \ :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 + :
p
j=1
:
p
k=1
m ( jk)22 +&
j{k
=Bi , say, i=1, ..., p. (2.13)
Let us now shift our attention to (2.8) and write
d&2E[(X N&+)$ (X N&+)]
=:+ 12 :
2d 2[tr(7)]&2 (D2(h)| 0 , 22) 2+o(d 2)
=:+:2d 2[tr(7)]&2 :
p
i=1
Bi+o(d 2). (2.14)
Observing that P(+ # RN)1&d&2E[(X N&+)$ (X N&+)], part (ii)
immediately follows from (2.14), with
B=[tr(7)]&2 :
p
i=1
Bi , (2.15)
Bi ’s being defined in (2.13). K
A few remarks are in order. We, however, state these without providing
explicit proofs.
Remark 2.1. In part (ii) of Theorem 2.1, suppose we assume instead
that Rp &x&
8 dF(x)<. Then, utilizing equations (12)(13) and Theorem 4
of AW (1993), we can only show that P(+ # RN)(1&:)+o(1), as d  0.
Remark 2.2. In part (ii) of Theorem 2.1, if we drop the nonarithmetic
distributional assumption of (X1&+)$ (X1&+), then utilizing equation
(15) in Theorem 4 of AW (1993), one can only claim that
P(+ # RN)(1&:)+O(d 2), as d  0.
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Remark 2.3. In part (i) of Theorem 2.1, if we drop the nonarithmetic
distributional assumption of (X1&+)$ (X1&+), then utilizing the first part
of Theorem 1 in AW (1993), one can only show that E(N&n*)=O(1), as
d  0.
Remark 2.4. For fixed n, using Bonferroni’s and Chebyshev’s inequalities,
we can write P(+ # Rn*)1&(nd 2)&1 [tr(7)]1&: if n is the smallest
integer n*. In other words, exactly the same n* would have to be
mimicked here as well, in order to develop the purely sequential estimation
scheme. Actually, it is easy to see that P(+ # R*N)P(+ # RN) for the stop-
ping rule (2.2), that is, the second-order expansion of a lower bound of
P(+ # R*N) would immediately follow from Theorem 2.1 as well. In the fully
nonparametric multivariate case, at this time we are unable to treat these
two types of fixed-size confidence region problems separately.
3. AN ACCELERATED SEQUENTIAL METHODOLOGY
Instead of one by one sequential sampling as in (2.2), let us now pursue
the idea of acceleration. In order to reduce the number of sampling opera-
tions, one starts out purely sequentially and goes part of the way, followed
by augmentation via batch sampling of an appropriate size. The original
development in the fixed-width confidence interval problem for a normal
mean was due to Hall (1983). The associated general theory was put forth
in Mukhopadhyay and Solanky (1991). Here, we develop the analog of the
new and improved acceleration idea of Mukhopadhyay (1996) in the con-
text of the present problem and study the associated rates of convergence.
Define the starting sample size
m=m(d)=max[2, [(\&1:d 2)&12]*+1], (3.1)
with some fixed chosen \ # (0, 1) such that \&1 is an integer. Then, one
proceeds by taking one X at a time according to the stopping rule
t=t(d )=inf[nm : n:d 2\ tr(Sn)]. (3.2)
One has P(t<)=1 for all fixed : # (0, 1), d(>0), and +, 7. Note that t
estimates \n*. Next, let
N=N(d )=\&1t, (3.3)
and one then samples (N&t) observations, all in one single batch. Then,
based on X1 , ..., Xm , ..., Xt , ..., XN we propose the fixed-size confidence
region RN for +. Observe that the accelerated sequential procedure
(3.2)(3.3) saves approximately 100(1&\)0 sampling operations com-
pared with the fully sequential rule (2.2).
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Let ’, &, m ( j)3 , m
( j)
4 , m
(ij)
12 , m
(ij)
22 , and m
(ijk)
111 be defined as in Section 2, for
1i, j, kp, i{j{k. Also, recall Bi ’s and B from (2.13) and (2.15)
respectively. Now we state the main result in this set up.
Theorem 3.1. Let us suppose that (X1&+)$ (X1&+) has a non-
arithmetic distribution. Then, under the accelerated sequential procedure
(3.2)(3.3), for p2, we have as d  0:
(i) E(N&n*)=\&1(’&&)+o(1) if R p &x&
6 dF(x)<;
(ii) P[+ # RN](1&:)&L:2d 2+o(d 2) if Rp &x&
12 dF(x)<;
where L is a functional of F, defined as L=B+(\&1&1)[tr(7)]&1
_ [2*2&(’&&)] with B and 2*2 respectively defined in (2.15) and
Lemma 3.1.
Before we proceed to prove this result, let us first state and prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that (X1&+)$ (X1&+) has a nonarithmetic dis-
tribution, Rp &x&
6 dF(x)<, and let U=n0*&12(t&n0*) where n0*=\n*.
Then, we have as d  0:
(i) U wL N(0, 2*2);
(ii) U2 is uniformly integrable;
(iii) E(t&1)=n0*&1+[2*2&(’&&)] n0*&2+o(n0*&2);
where
2*2=[tr(7)]&2 { :
p
i=1
m (i)4 & :
p
i=1
_2ii+ :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
[m (ij)22 &_ii_jj]= .
i{ j
Proof. Exploiting the results on U-statistics or generalized U-statistics,
we first claim that n0*12[tr(St)&tr(7)] and n0*12[tr(St&1)&tr(7)] both
converge in distribution to a normal random variable with zero mean and
variance
= :
p
j=1
m ( j)4 & :
p
i=1
_2ii+ :
p
i=1
:
p
j=1
[m (ij)22 _ii _jj].
i{ j
One may refer to Sen (1981). Then, we write the basic inequality from (3.2)
and proceed along the lines of the proof of part (i), Lemma 3.1 in
Mukhopadhyay and Datta (1996) to verify part (i) in the present case. Part
(ii) follows from the Corollary to Proposition 8 of AW (1993). Part (iii)
again follows along the lines of the proof of part (iii), Lemma 3.1 in
Mukhopadhyay and Datta (1996). Further details are left out for
brevity. K
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Part (i) is obvious from (3.3) and part (i) of
Theorem 2.1. In order to prove part (ii), let us write X *=
(N&t)&1 Ni=t+1 Xi , and then X N=\X t+(1&\) X *. Thus, we obtain
E[(X N&+)$ (X N&+)]
=\2E[(X t&+)$ (X t&+)]+\(1&\) tr(7) E(t&1). (3.4)
From (3.1)(3.2), it is clear that the first term on the rhs of (3.4)
corresponds to the fictitious problem of achieving
d&2\E[(X n&+)$ (X n&+)]:,
while the associated n* is now replaced by n0* . Hence, under the assumed
conditions, from (2.14), it follows by replacing N and d with t and d\&12
respectively that,
\d&2E[(X t&+)$ (X t&+)]
=:+:2d 2\&1[tr(7)]&2 :
p
i=1
Bi+o(d 2). (3.5)
Now, recall that
P(+ # RN)1&d&2E[(X N&+)$ (X N&+)],
and combine (3.4), (3.5) with Lemma 3.1, part (iii) to obtain
P(+ # RN)
1&\2d&2E[(X t&+)$ (X t&+)]
&\(1&\) d&2tr(7) E(t&1)
=1&\[:+:2d 2\&1B+o(d 2)]
&\(1&\) d&2 tr(7)[n*&10 +[2*
2&(’&&)] n0*&2+o(d 4)]
=1&\:&:2d 2B+o(d 2)&(1&\) :
&(\&1&1) :2d 2[tr(7)]&1 [2*2&(’&&)]+o(d 2)
=(1&:)&:2d 2[B+(\&1&1)[tr(7)]&1 [2*2&(’&&)]]+o(d 2). K
4. THE MULTIVARIATE NORMAL SCENARIO
When F corresponds to the distribution of Np(+, 7), we have remarked
that second-order expansions of E(N), V(N) and P(+ # RN) corresponding
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to Srivastava’s (1967) stopping rule are not available. In this context, recall
(1.3) and its associated discussions in Section 1. It is quite natural to put
forward a stopping rule along the lines of (2.2) or its accelerated version
(3.2)(3.3). One may argue, however, that second-order expansions of the
associated E(N) and P(+ # RN) would then immediately follow from our
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. It is true that those second-order expansions would
follow. Yet, there can be subtle differences. In the Np(+, 7) case, while
defining the stopping rules, the starting sample size m can be held fixed,
instead of its having a growth rate. Then, the appropriate second-order
results would be verified under sufficient conditions on m. Another major
difference is that here one can bypass AW (1993) completely, and give sim-
pler derivations utilizing the tools from Woodroofe (1977). Also, in this
special case, we can propose an appropriate three-stage estimation
methodology along the lines of Hall (1981) and Mukhopadhyay (1990),
together with its second-order characteristics derived using results from
Mukhopadhyay (1990). All such second-order analyses are synthesized
briefly in this section.
For fixed n, recall that P(+ # Rn)1&: if n is the smallest integer
(:d 2)&1 tr(7)=n*. Suppose now that one proposes a multistage estima-
tion procedure giving rise to a stopping time N such that,
P(N<)=1, and I(N=n) is independent of X n for all
nm where m(2) is the starting sample size. (4.1)
Under condition (4.1), the confidence coefficient associated with RN ,
namely,
P(+ # RN)1&d&2 tr(7) E(N &1)
=1&d&2 tr(7) n*&2[E[(N&n*)2N]&E(N&n*)+n*].
(4.2)
Now, we develop the purely sequential, accelerated sequential, and three-
stage estimation methodologies briefly. In the case of the purely sequential
methodology, the works of Sinha and Mukhopadhyay (1976), Ghosh et al.
(1976), Sinha (1991) and Section 3.1 in Woodroofe (1977) are particularly
relevant.
4.1. A Purely Sequential Methodology
One starts with X1 , ..., Xm for m (2) and continues by taking one X at
a time according to the stopping rule
N=N(d )=inf[nm : n:d 2tr(Sn)]. (4.3)
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One has P(N<)=1 and hence RN is proposed for + at the termination
stage. Observe that one can write
n tr(Sn)=tr { :
n&1
i=1
Y iY$i == :
n&1
i=1
Wi , say, (4.4)
where Y’s are i.i.d. Np(0, 7), and Wi=Y$iYi . Noting that N=Q+1 where
Q=inf {nm&1: n2 \1+1n+
2
:d 2 :
n
i=1
Wi =, (4.5)
one has the same representation as in (1.1) of Woodroofe (1977) with his
:=2, L0=2, c=:d 2, +=tr(7), {2=2tr(72), a= 12p, *=n*, and
&= 12 tr(7)+[tr(7)]
&1 tr(72)
& :

n=1
n&1E _max {0, :
n
i=1
Wi&2 tr(7) n=&. (4.6)
Observe that N satisfies the conditions listed in (4.1). Now, Lemma 2.3,
Theorems 2.32.4 of Woodroofe (1977) hold for Q and hence we can
obtain the following results for N:
With some 0<=<1, P(N=n*)=O(n*&(12)(m&1) p);
(N&n*)2n* is uniformly integrable if m>1+2p&1;
(4.7)
E(N)=n*&1+[tr(7)]&1 &&2[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)
+o(1) if m>1+2p&1;
where & comes from (4.6). On top of these, from Ghosh and
Mukhopadhyay (1975), it follows that
n*&12(N&n*) L N(0, 2[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)) (4.8)
as d  0. We combine the first two parts of (4.7) with (4.8) to claim that
E[(N&n*)2N]=2[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)+o(1) if m>1+4p&1. (4.9)
Next, we combine the last part of (4.7), (4.9) and (4.2) to write
P(+ # RN)(1&:)&[tr(7)]&1 :2d 2[1&&[tr(7)]&1
+4[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)]+o(d 2) if m>1+4p&1, (4.10)
where & comes from (4.6).
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4.2. An Accelerated Sequential Methodology
First, let us choose and fix \ # (0, 1) such that \&1 is an integer. Next,
one starts with X1 , ..., Xm where m (2) and continues by taking one X at
a time according to the stopping rule
t=t(d )=inf[nm : n:d 2\tr(Sn)]. (4.11)
One has P(t<)=1, and then defines
N=N(d )=\&1t, (4.12)
followed by sampling (N&t) observations, all in one single batch. Then,
based on X1 , ..., Xt , ..., XN , one proposes RN for +. Note that the
accelerated sequential procedure (4.11)(4.12) satisfies the conditions listed
in (4.1). Since t estimates n0*(=\n*) purely sequentially and is similar in
form to (4.3), the three statements given in (4.7) hold for 0<=<\, with N,
n* and d replaced by t, n0* and d\&12 respectively. Hence, from the main
results of Mukhopadhyay (1996), we obtain
E(N)=n*+\&1[[tr(7)]&1 &&1&2[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)]+o(1)
if m>1+2p&1;
n*&12(N&n*) wL N(0, 2\&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72));
E[(N&n*)2N]=2\&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)+o(1) if m>1+4p&1.
(4.13)
Next, we combine the first and last parts in (4.13) with (4.2) to obtain
P(+ # RN)(1&:)&\&1[tr(7)]&1 :2d 2[1&&[tr(7)]&1
+4[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)]+o(d 2) if m>1+4p&1, (4.14)
where & comes from (4.6).
4.3. A Three-Stage Methodology
In order to exploit the general theory of three-stage sampling as
provided in Mukhopadhyay (1990), we define the starting sample size
m=m(d )=O(n*1r) for some r>1
and also choose and fix \ # (0, 1). Let us write Sn*=n(n&1)&1 Sn for n2
and estimate 7 by means of the customary unbiased estimator Sn* while
defining the stopping variable. Define
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T=max[m, [\ tr(S*m)(:d 2)]*+1], (4.15)
N=max[T, [tr(S*T)(:d 2)]*+1]. (4.16)
Based on the starting samples X1 , ..., Xm we let T estimate \n*, a fraction
of n*, via double sampling. If T=m, we do not sample any more X’s in the
second stage, but if T>m, then we sample the difference (T&m) in the
second stage. After the second stage, we then have observed X1 , ..., XT .
Based on these X’s, we obtain N that estimates n*. If N=T, we do not
sample any more X’s in the third stage, but if N>T, then we sample the
difference (N&T ) in the third stage. After the third stage of sampling, we
then have observed X1 , ..., XN . Based on these X’s, we obtain RN for +.
Note that the triple sampling scheme (4.15)(4.16) satisfies the conditions
listed in (4.1). Now, utilizing (4.4), it is a simple matter to observe that
(4.15)(4.16) are covered by the general formulation in Mukhopadhyay
(1990), with his *=(:d 2)&1 and %=tr(7). The following results are
immediately obtained:
With some 0<=<\, P(N=n*)=O(n*&k) for all k(>0);
(N&n*)2n* wL 2\&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72) /21 ;
(N&n*)2n* is uniformly integrable; (4.17)
E(N)=n*+ 12 [1&4\
&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)]+o(1).
Hence, combining the first three parts of (4.17), we get
E[(N&n*)2N]=2\&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)+o(1). (4.18)
Next, (4.2), (4.18) and the last part of (4.17) together lead to the following:
P(+ # RN)(1&:)&[tr(7)]&1 :2d 2[4\&1[tr(7)]&2 tr(72)& 12]+o(d
2).
(4.19)
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